
Topic Overview 
Prehistoric Britain 

Year 3  
Autumn Term 1 

History / Geography 
Prehistoric Britain 
 Introduce the definition and time scale of human Prehistory 
 Find out about early humans and the Palaeolithic  period.  
 Find out about people who lived in the Mesolithic  period. 
 Find out how people lived in the Neolithic  period.  
 Find out about how people lived in the Bronze Age 
 Find out about how people lived in the Iron Age 
 Recap and summarise the prehistory of Britain. 

RE 
 Domestic Church Homes - God’s 

vision for every family 
 Judaism Synagogue (Other Faiths) 
 Reconciliation Sacramental Prepara-

tion  
 Celebrating Reconciliation - What do 

Catholics Believe and Do?  
 Advent/Christmas Visitors - waiting 

for the coming of Jesus 
  
  
  

Science— Rocks 
 
Possible ideas linked to topic 
Investigate the rock cycle  
Find out about how fossils are formed 
Investigate materials: stone vs. bronze vs. iron 
Learn about different layers of soil  
Investigate the best material for new trousers for Ug 
Learn about prehistoric animals and their food chains. 
Use caves as a starting point for learning about light and 
shadows (you could make shadow puppets of prehistoric  
animals) 

Maths 
Number -Place Value 3 weeks 
Number - Addition and Subtraction  5 weeks 
Number Multiplication and Division 3 weeks 
 
 
Maths Ideas linked to topic 
 
Map out a prehistoric settlement on a grid using co-ordinates 
or make a model using scale and ratio 
 
Design a prehistoric counting system  
 
Work out how many years ago the Stone, Bronze and Iron  
Ages were 
 
Compare the lengths and heights of different prehistoric  
animals 
 
Weigh different rocks or fossils and record in a graph 
 
Investigate the circumferences of different stone circles 

English 
Reading 
 Draw together ideas and information from across a whole text, us-

ing simple signposts in the text  
 Give some reasons why things happen or characters change  
Writing 
 Draw on knowledge and experience of texts in deciding and plan-

ning what and how to write  
 Sustain form in narrative, including use of person and time make 

effective word and language choices appropriate to style and pur-
pose of text 

Speaking & Listening 
 Talk in purposeful and imaginative ways to explore ideas and feel-

ings, adapting and varying structure and vocabulary according to 
purpose, listeners and viewpoint 

French  Je parle francais  
Music  Singing / Rhythm  /Rhythm / Notation  

ICT  We are programmers 
PE  Games / Swimming 

Art / Design & Technology 
Make a Stone Age necklace 
Stone Age cave art 
Mix up naturalpaints 
Represent Stone Henge using pastels 
Celtic designs from the Iron Age 
 
 
Build a biscuit Stone Henge  
Make some comfortable clothes for Ug 
Design & make an Iron Age roundhouse 
Build a prehistoric shelter.. 
Design & create soft toys for Cave Baby 
Make a model woolly mammoth 
 
 

 


